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Abstract

In the past, efforts to prepare for the impacts of El Niño-driven flood and drought hazards have often relied on seasonal precipitation forecasts as a proxy for hydrological extremes, due to a lack of hydrologically relevant information. However, precipitation forecasts are not the best indicator of hydrological extremes. Now, two different global scale hydro-meteorological approaches for predicting river flow extremes are available to support flood and drought preparedness. These approaches are statistical forecasts based on large-scale climate variability and teleconnections, and resource-intensive dynamical forecasts using coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models. Both have the potential to provide early warning information, and both are used to prepare for El Niño impacts, but which approach provides the most useful forecasts? This study uses river flow observations to assess and compare the ability of two recently-developed forecasts to predict high and low river flow during El Niño: statistical historical probabilities of ENSO-driven hydrological extremes, and the dynamical seasonal river flow outlook of the Global Flood Awareness System (GloFAS-seasonal). Our findings highlight regions of the globe where each forecast is (or is not) skilful compared to a forecast of climatology, and the advantages and disadvantages of each forecasting approach. We conclude that in regions where extreme river flow is predominantly driven by El Niño, or in regions where GloFAS-seasonal currently lacks skill, the historical probabilities generally provide a more useful forecast. In areas where other teleconnections also impact river flow, with the effect of strengthening, mitigating or even reversing the influence of El Niño, GloFAS-seasonal forecasts are typically more useful.

1. Introduction

Global overviews of upcoming flood and drought events provide valuable information for organisations working at the global scale, across a range of water-related sectors from agriculture to humanitarian aid. Producing such forecasts at the global scale has only become possible in recent years due to the integration of meteorological and hydrological modelling capabilities, improvements in data, satellite observations, and increased computer power [1–4]. While several forecasting centres now produce operational forecasts of floods in the medium-range, up to ~2 weeks ahead [5], earlier indications, many weeks or even months in advance, could be beneficial for water resources and disaster risk management.

Broadly speaking, there are two key ways to extend the predictability of river flow and provide earlier indications of flood hazard: statistical forecasts, typically based on large-scale climate variability and teleconnections, and dynamical forecasts using coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models (GCMs).
Operational seasonal forecasts, using both statistical and dynamical approaches, are widely available for meteorological variables, but the hydrology is often not represented, particularly for large or global scales. This means that forecasts of precipitation are often used as a proxy for flooding. However, research has shown that the link between precipitation and flood magnitude is nonlinear [6], and as such, precipitation may not be the best indicator of potential flood hazard [7]. Recently, there has been an effort to provide the equivalent early awareness information for hydrological variables, as exists for meteorological variables.

Global scale statistical forecasts often rely on ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation) teleconnections. ENSO is the largest signal of interannual climate variability [8]; a phenomenon in which sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific fluctuate between warm (El Niño) and cool (La Niña) conditions. ENSO is known to influence various aspects of weather and climate, including river flow [9] and flooding [10–12], worldwide. Historical probabilities, such as those provided by the International Research Institute for Climate and Society [13] for precipitation and temperature, are an example of a statistical forecast that is often used for El Niño preparedness activities.

In response to a lack of hydrologically-relevant information on ENSO impacts, Emerton et al [14] estimated historical probabilities of high and low river flow during El Niño and La Niña. These historical probabilities provide statistical forecasts of extreme river flow, based on the links between past ENSO events and river flow across the globe.

The recent move towards the development of coupled atmosphere-ocean-land models means that it is also now becoming possible to produce seasonal dynamical hydro-meteorological forecasts. The first operational global seasonal river flow forecasting system was implemented in 2017, as part of the Global Flood Awareness System (GloFAS; [1]), GloFAS-Seasonal [15] provides openly-available dynamical forecasts of high and low river flow out to 4 months ahead by forcing a hydrological river routing model with seasonal forecast output from a GCM.

Both forecast approaches have the potential to provide early warning information through provision of hydrologically-relevant global scale forecasts, and both are used to prepare for El Niño impacts, but more research is required to explore whether statistical forecasts are able to provide stronger indications of changes in hydrological extremes than seasonal dynamical forecasts.

This study uses river flow observations to compare the potential usefulness of these two global scale forecasts of river flow during El Niño events. Both forecasts are compared to a forecast of climatology and then against each other, using an event-based verification approach.

2. Forecasting approaches

2.1. Dynamical approach: GloFAS-Seasonal

GloFAS-Seasonal provides global scale seasonal hydro-meteorological forecasts using a GCM. Implemented in 2017, it is run by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC), as part of the Copernicus Emergency Management Services. It uses surface and subsurface runoff forecasts from ECMWF’s latest seasonal meteorological forecasting system, SEAS5 [16, 17], to drive a river routing model, Lisflood [18], producing forecasts of river flow out to 4 months ahead. The GloFAS website (www.globalfloods.eu, see figure 1(a) for example) provides openly available seasonal outlooks of the likelihood of exceeding / falling below the climatological thresholds of high (80th percentile) and low (20th percentile) weekly-averaged river flow.

For this study, we make use of the GloFAS-Seasonal reforecasts, which were produced using the SEAS5 reforecasts [15, 19] initialised with the ERA5-R river flow reanalysis [15]. ERA5 [20] is currently still in production, and as such, 34 years of data were available with which to produce the reforecasts: 1981–1983, and 1986–2016.

2.2. Statistical approach: historical probabilities

Historical Probabilities (hereafter referred to as HistProbs) provide information about typical El Niño impacts based on historical evidence [21, 22]. The probability of an impact is predicted based on the frequency of occurrence during past El Niños.

The HistProbs of high and low river flow during ENSO events from Emerton et al [14] have been reproduced in this study for weekly-averaged river flow, in order to directly compare them with GloFAS-Seasonal. Following the method of Emerton et al [14], we used the ERA-20CM–R 10-member, 110-year (1901–2010) river flow climatology to calculate the upper and lower 20th percentile of river flow for each grid point. We then calculate, for each week of an El Niño, the percentage of historical El Niños during which the high or low flow threshold was exceeded. The use of ERA–20CM–R allows for more El Niños to be included in the calculation of the HistProbs, with 30 El Niños identified over the 110-year period. An El Niño is identified when the SST anomaly
in the central equatorial Pacific Ocean (Niño3.4 region; 5° S–5° N, 170°–120°W) exceeds +0.5 °C for at least five consecutive (overlapping) three-month periods.

The HistProbs (figure 1(b)) were estimated for each grid point, through calculation of the percentage of the 30 historical El Niños in which the river flow exceeded the high flow threshold, or fell below the low flow threshold, during the same week. This was repeated for each of the 10 ensemble members of ERA-20CM-R. The ensemble mean probability was then interpolated from the 0.5° (∼50 km) resolution of ERA-20CM-R, to the 0.1° (∼10 km) resolution of GloFAS-Seasonal; it is this higher-resolution ensemble mean that is used throughout this study.

3. Evaluation data and methods

This study evaluates the predictability of hydrological extremes during El Niño in both GloFAS-Seasonal and the HistProbs by assessing the ability of each system to predict high and low river flow, with the correct timing.
during an El Niño. The ability of a forecast to predict events of the correct category is referred to as the ‘potential usefulness’ and is of particular importance for decision-making purposes [23].

The potential usefulness is calculated using the relative operating characteristic (ROC) curve, based on ratios of the probability of detection (POD) and the false alarm rate (FAR) [24]. These ratios are calculated by assessing whether a forecast correctly predicted an observed event, or whether it missed the event or provided a false alarm, and allow for estimation of the probability that an event will be predicted. The POD (equation (1)) and FAR (equation (2)) are calculated as follows:

\[
POD = \frac{\text{hits}}{\text{hits} + \text{misses}}
\]

\[
FAR = \frac{\text{false alarms}}{\text{false alarms} + \text{correct negatives}}
\]

where a hit is defined when the forecast correctly predicted flow exceeding [falling below] the 80th [20th] percentile during the same week that the observed river flow exceeded [fell below] the 80th [20th] percentile of the observations at that location. It follows that a miss is defined when an event was observed but the forecast did not exceed the threshold, a false alarm when the forecast exceeded the threshold but no event was observed, and a correct negative when no event was observed and the forecast did not exceed the threshold.

The ROC curve is constructed from the FAR (horizontal axis) and POD (vertical axis) at different probability thresholds (in this case, in 10% bins), therefore providing information on the likelihood that an event will be predicted at a given probability threshold. The geometrical area under the ROC curve (AROC; 0 ≤ AROC ≤ 1) provides a summary statistic for the performance of a probabilistic forecast, where a forecast that correctly predicts every observed event (with no recorded false alarms or missed events) would have an AROC of 1. An AROC < 0.5 indicates that the skill of the forecasts is less than a forecast of climatology, which has an AROC of 0.5.

The AROC is used to infer the potential usefulness of the forecast; a forecast that is more skilful than a forecast of climatology is said to be potentially useful, whereas a forecast that is less skilful than a forecast of climatology is not useful. This approach has previously been used in the evaluation of seasonal river flow forecasts [15, 23]. Often, seasonal forecasts are provided in terms of the likelihood that a given variable will be above or below normal (based on terciles) in the coming months. The evaluation technique used in this study presents a significant challenge for both forecasting systems, requiring that they predict more extreme weekly-averaged river flow, in the same week as that in which it was observed, several weeks to months ahead.

3.1. Observed data

The two forecasts are evaluated over the same 34-year period (1981–2015), using river flow observations obtained from the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC; [25]), alongside observations that have been made available to GloFAS [15]. To ensure a large enough sample size for the forecast evaluation, alongside the best possible spatial coverage, the following criteria are applied to the data:

- The weekly-averaged river flow record at each station must contain data for at least 50% (17 years) of the evaluation period, in order to calculate the observed high and low flow thresholds (80th and 20th percentiles) for each station, and for each week of the year.

- The weekly-averaged river flow record at each station must contain at least 6 El Niños over which to evaluate the forecasts.

- The upstream area of the corresponding grid point in the model river network must be at least 1500 km².

Data from human–influenced rivers have not been removed, as we are interested in identifying the ability of both forecasting approaches to predict observed events, rather than their ability to represent natural flow. Of the 2355 stations in the database, ~1250 contain enough data to meet the above criteria and are used in this study.

3.2. Calculating potential usefulness of GloFAS-Seasonal

To evaluate the potential usefulness of GloFAS-Seasonal we calculate the AROC for each season during an El Niño using the observations as a benchmark. The AROC for a season is calculated by grouping together forecasts for every week during the season for all 11 El Niño events between 1981 and 2015.

The AROC is also calculated for lead times of 1–4 months ahead, by selecting the GloFAS-Seasonal weekly-averaged river flow forecast that would have been available 1, 2, 3 and 4 months ahead of each week of the El Niño event. For example, for the fourth week in January the forecast available one month ahead would be the fourth week of the forecast produced at the start of January, the forecast available two months ahead would be the 8th week of the forecast produced in December, and three months ahead the 12th week of the forecast.
produced in November. Following the same method, for the second week in December, the forecast available one month ahead for that week, would be the 6th week of the forecast produced in November. This is necessary because while GloFAS-Seasonal predicts weekly-averaged river flow, the forecasts are updated just once per month.

3.3. Calculating potential usefulness of the historical probabilities
To evaluate the potential usefulness of the HistProbs we calculate the AROC for each season during an El Niño event using the observations as a benchmark.

The results presented in this section compare the event using the observations as a benchmark. To evaluate the potential usefulness of the HistProbs we calculate the AROC for each season during an El Niño.

The HistProbs are a ‘static’ forecast, that is, the forecasts do not change with lead time and there is just one probability for high or low river flow during each week of an El Niño. As such, the AROC is calculated by comparing the river flow in each week of the 11 El Niño events in the observations, with the HistProb of high or low river flow for the corresponding week of the year. The AROC for a season is calculated by grouping together forecasts for every week during the season, for all 11 El Niño events between 1981 and 2015.

4. Results
The results presented in this section compare the ‘potential usefulness’ of both GloFAS-Seasonal and the HistProbs during an El Niño. The following criteria are used to define the ‘most useful’ forecast, based on the null hypothesis that the potential usefulness of the two forecasts is not significantly different:

- If GloFAS-Seasonal has an AROC $> 0.5$ and the HistProbs $< 0.5$, or both exceed 0.5 but GloFAS-Seasonal has an AROC $> 0.1$ larger than the HistProbs, GloFAS-Seasonal is most useful
- If the HistProbs have an AROC $> 0.5$, and GloFAS-Seasonal $< 0.5$, or both exceed 0.5 but the HistProbs have an AROC $> 0.1$ larger than GloFAS-Seasonal, the HistProbs are most useful
- If both forecasts have an AROC $> 0.5$, and within 0.1 of each other, both are useful and similar
- If both forecasts have an AROC $< 0.5$, neither are useful

The statistical significance of the difference in AROC between the two forecasts was investigated using a bootstrap procedure. For each season and each observation location, all available forecasts for both GloFAS-Seasonal (132 forecasts per season across the 11 El Niño events, at each lead time of 1–4 months ahead) and the HistProbs (143 forecasts per season, providing an independent probability for each week of the season, but the same probability for a given week across all 11 El Niño events), were resampled with replacement, and the resulting AROC was calculated. This process was repeated 1000 times.

Figure 2 displays box plots of the global bootstrapped AROC differences (GloFAS-Seasonal - HistProbs) at lead times of 1 and 3 months ahead for high and low river flow in MAM during an El Niño. These results indicate that, aggregated globally, there is evidence that GloFAS-Seasonal provides an improved AROC for forecasts of both high and low river flow, however, this is not statistically significant. For high [low] flow 3 months ahead, the median AROC difference is 0.32 [0.18], across all stations where at least one of the two forecasts is potentially useful (AROC $> 0.5$). Further assessment of the bootstrapped AROC differences for each individual station indicates that at $\sim 95.5\%$ of the locations where the median AROC difference of the 1000-bootstrapped sample exceeds $\pm 0.1$, the choice of the most useful forecast is statistically significant to the 95% confidence level (at $\sim 4.5\%$ of stations, this is not the case, and using a threshold of $\pm 0.1$ does not provide a statistically significant result). At locations where the median AROC difference is $< 0.1$, choosing a ‘most useful’ forecast would not provide a statistically significant result, and therefore it is reasonable to class the forecasts as ‘similar’ (or ‘not useful’ depending on the AROC values).

4.1. Probability of high flow
Figure 3(a) indicates that for forecasts of high river flow 3 months ahead, for MAM during an El Niño, the most useful forecast varies by region, and there are many locations where neither forecast is more skilful than a forecast of climatology (grey dots).

Across much of North America, the HistProbs provide a more useful forecast of high river flow than GloFAS-Seasonal, except along the east coast, where GloFAS-Seasonal forecasts are more skilful. In the regions of South America that are more likely to see high flow during an El Niño, GloFAS-Seasonal is more useful at several locations, particularly in northern Peru, while the HistProbs are more useful in southern Brazil. In Europe, the HistProbs are more useful in the west, and GloFAS-Seasonal is more useful in the east.
Figure 2. Box plots of the AROC differences (GloFAS - HistProbs) at lead times of (a) 1, and (b) 3 months ahead for both high (blue) and low (orange) river flow in MAM globally (for stations where at least one of the forecasts has an AROC > 0.5), calculated from a bootstrap procedure that was repeated 1000 times using resampling of the 132 [144] GloFAS-Seasonal [HistProbs] forecasts, with replacement. The bottom and top of the boxes correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The notch represents the 95% confidence interval around the median from a 1000-bootstrapped sample.

Figure 3. Maps indicating the most potentially useful forecast 3 months ahead for (a) high river flow (>80th percentile of climatology) and (b) low river flow (<20th percentile of climatology) in MAM, at each observation location.
Figure 4. Maps indicating (a) the AROC of the HistProbs for both high river flow (>80th percentile of climatology, blue) and low river flow (<20th percentile of climatology, red) in MAM, (b) the AROC of GloFAS-Seasonal 3 months ahead for high river flow in MAM, and (c) the AROC of GloFAS-Seasonal 3 months ahead for low river flow in MAM. On all 3 maps, the darker the colour, the higher the skill (and potential usefulness) of the forecast. Grey dots indicate that the forecast is not useful at that location; i.e. the forecast has an AROC ≤ 0.5.
Figure 4 shows the AROC values for each forecast at locations where they are more skillful than climatology. Generally, the AROC for the HistProbs lies in the 0.5–0.6 range, meaning they are only marginally more skillful than climatology, except in some small regions, such as north-west USA where the AROC reaches 0.7–0.8. There are also regions where GloFAS-Seasonal forecasts are only marginally more skillful than climatology, such as the east coast of North America, but the majority of locations show an AROC of 0.6–0.8.

Results for all seasons and lead times are provided in the supplementary material. In general, the results tend to be consistent with lead time, although as may be expected, the skill of GloFAS-Seasonal is reduced at longer lead times in some locations. The skill of both forecasts varies more significantly with season than with lead time. Figure S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/ERC/1/031002/mmedia) shows that areas where neither is useful are more widespread in JJA, when El Niño typically begins to develop, and both become more widely skillful through SON and DJF as El Niño intensifies. The timing of El Niño onset varies from one event to the next, which results in more uncertainty in the HistProbs for JJA than for other seasons. For GloFAS-Seasonal, forecasts made ahead of JJA are likely to be more uncertain due to uncertainty in forecasting the timing and magnitude of El Niño. Forecasts of El Niño produced before and during spring tend to be much less successful (the infamous ‘spring predictability barrier’), although the cause of this remains controversial [26–29].

4.2. Probability of low flow

Figure 3(b) provides the same results for forecasts of low river flow. Locations where neither forecast is more skillful than climatology are more widespread. However, some of these regions, such as the USA, are more likely to see high river flow during an El Niño.

In the low flow regions in the USA, South America, Africa and Australia, there are locations at which the HistProbs are potentially useful (see figures 2(b) and 3(a)), but the variability from one location to the next is much higher than for forecasts of high river flow. The skill of the HistProbs increases during and after the peak of El Niño, in DJF and MAM. This is likely due to the delayed response of river flow to the El Niño-driven precipitation, which is more prominent for low flow and drought, than for high flow and flooding. This is also reflected in the HistProbs themselves (not shown), which highlight the lagged response of river flow to El Niño, and that the influence on rivers can continue beyond the return to neutral ENSO conditions.

In general, GloFAS-Seasonal is the most useful forecast for low river flow in the same regions as for high flow, while the HistProbs are more useful over the Amazon basin and north-west USA, particularly in DJF and MAM. Interestingly, figure 4 indicates that for low river flow, the AROC values for the two forecasts tend to be very similar; within ±0.2. The GloFAS-Seasonal AROC values are similar to those for high river flow, reaching 0.6–0.8 in many locations, but where the HistProbs are potentially useful, the AROC can also reach 0.6–0.7, and 0.8 at some locations. As with the forecasts for high river flow, some variations in the results are seen with lead time, but these are less significant than the variations from one season to the next. Additional results for all seasons and lead times are provided in the supplementary material.

4.3. Discussion

The results presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2 highlight areas of the globe where potentially useful forecasts of hydrological extremes during El Niño are available, and indicate that the skill of both forecasts varies by region and season, and to some extent with lead time.

Overall, where there is a strong El Niño influence on river flow the HistProbs are able to provide a potentially useful forecast of high flow in regions where GloFAS-Seasonal lacks skill. The HistProbs presented here are estimated based only on SSTs in the Niño3.4 region in the central Pacific, and therefore are not able to reflect ENSO diversity. For example, flooding in Peru is known to be driven by El Niños which exhibit larger SST anomalies in the eastern Pacific than the central Pacific.

In fact, the impact of ENSO diversity provides some indication as to why GloFAS-Seasonal is more useful than the HistProbs in specific regions (e.g. northern Peru, east coast of North America, southern Africa, eastern Europe and Australia). All of these regions are similarly, if not more strongly, influenced by other modes of climate variability on seasonal to decadal timescales, such as the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). A GCM, by design, should be able to better represent the impact of these other modes of variability on weather patterns, whereas the HistProbs are conditioned only on whether an El Niño was present in the historical record, and not the interaction with any other modes of climate variability.

Wang et al [30] show that generally, an El Niño combined with a warm phase PDO gives a similar, but stronger, pattern of influence on wet-dry anomalies. However, in some regions the wet-dry anomaly during El Niño is reversed when combined with a cold phase PDO. In regions where the impact is similar regardless of the PDO phase, the HistProbs are generally more useful than GloFAS-Seasonal, particularly for high flow. Regions where the wet-dry anomaly is reversed depending on the PDO phase, tend to correspond to those where...
GloFAS-Seasonal is more useful. There are some exceptions, however, such as high latitude Canada and Siberia, where the HistProbs are more useful. These correspond to regions where GloFAS-Seasonal has been shown to generally be less skilful than climatology [15]. As the PDO is a decadal oscillation varying on much longer timescales than ENSO, it is likely to influence El Niño impacts over several events in turn. It is therefore a potential source of uncertainty in the HistProbs (see [14]), as they are conditioned only on ENSO, and a change in the PDO may represent a change in the climate state from the period over which the HistProbs are estimated. The state of the PDO, however, is accounted for within a dynamical seasonal forecasting system.

Further regions where GloFAS-Seasonal tends to provide a more useful forecast, for both high and low river flow, include southern Africa and Australia, which are known to be influenced by the IOD [31–34]. Saji and Yamagata [35] show that the IOD impacts African rain variability regardless of the ENSO phase, but ENSO only has an impact when combined with an IOD event. As mentioned previously, the skill can vary significantly by season, and recent research [36] has also shown that SEAS5, the meteorological forecast input of GloFAS-Seasonal, is more skilful at predicting short rains (OND) than long rains (MAM) in east Africa, as the short rains have much stronger teleconnections with ENSO and the IOD than the long rains. In Australia and south-east Asia, the IOD increases [decreases] the chance of rainfall during its negative [positive] phase [37]. Additionally, the NAO has been shown to influence flood occurrence in Europe, with extreme rainfall more likely in parts of eastern Europe during the positive phase of the NAO [38].

While the HistProbs are able to, in general, provide a more skilful forecast than climatology in the majority of regions influenced by El Niño, there are locations where GloFAS-Seasonal is less skilful than climatology in all seasons and at all lead times. In these locations, GloFAS-Seasonal is unable to correctly predict the magnitude, and/or the timing, of the observed events. A study by Hirpa et al [39] identifies regions of bias in GloFAS river flow simulations. Regions of negative bias generally correspond to those where GloFAS-Seasonal is not skilful in this study. Future work should determine whether calibration of GloFAS, such as that presented by Hirpa et al [39] for the medium-range GloFAS forecasts, could improve the skill of the seasonal forecasts. As GloFAS-Seasonal is further developed, it will also be important to consider a wider range of skill metrics for verification, taking into account both the skill and the value of the forecasting system [40]. The evaluation technique used in this study presents a significant challenge for both forecasting systems, requiring that they predict high or low weekly-averaged river flow, in the same week as that in which it was observed, several weeks to months ahead.

Prediction of El Niño events is also key for both types of forecast. As a dynamical model, GloFAS-Seasonal incorporates forecasts of SSTs and therefore ENSO. Decision-makers often rely on forecasts of El Niño before consulting forecasts such as the HistProbs, when an El Niño event is forecast or developing. ECMWF’s seasonal forecasts of ENSO events are world-leading [19, 28], and SEAS5 represents an improvement in the skill of these forecasts over the previous version of the forecasting system, S4. However, there is a decrease in the skill of the IOD in SEAS5, with forecasts producing cold events that are too large and too frequent, alongside a slight deterioration in the skill of upper level winds [19], which are important for representing teleconnections across the globe. While dynamical models are better able to represent the complex interactions between the various modes of climate variability and their associated teleconnections by design, it is still possible that the evolution of El Niño may be uncertain or incorrectly predicted, or that even a perfect forecast of El Niño evolution may poorly simulate the teleconnections due to the nonlinearity of the teleconnections and their impacts. This can have important implications for seasonal predictability of ENSO teleconnections using GCMs [41].

A further point of consideration is that while this study makes use of >1200 river flow observation stations around the globe, there are large areas of the world, including some that are significantly impacted by El Niño, where there is very sparse to no data coverage. At many of the stations used, management of water resources will be evident in the river flow records, particularly during periods of low flow conditions, and this is likely to affect the evaluation results.

Statistical forecasts such as the HistProbs are limited in that they can only forecast the response to events which we have previously observed. With recent research suggesting that the frequency of extreme El Niño events, such as those in 1982–83, 1997–98 and 2015–16, is likely to increase with future climate change [42, 43], this limitation could become more and more relevant. The HistProbs were also estimated using the longer ERA-20CM-R dataset. This dataset provides more El Niños over which to calculate the probabilities, and has been shown to represent ENSO teleconnections, but is unable to reproduce synoptic situations as no atmospheric observations were assimilated [44]. Future work should explore whether the skill of statistical forecasts such as the HistProbs could be improved using different reanalysis products, such as ERA5.

While currently there are areas of the globe where GloFAS-Seasonal is less skilful than climatology, this is the just the first version of the first global scale operational seasonal river flow forecasting system. Future improvements to the input datasets (e.g. topography, river flow observations, lakes and reservoirs), seasonal precipitation forecasts and hydrological models could result in a dynamical forecasting system that consistently provides a more useful forecast of hydrological extremes, with the benefit that such dynamical forecasts are not constrained to periods of time when there is an El Niño. A third approach, not considered in this study, could be...
to combine statistical and dynamical forecasts to produce a hybrid system; recent studies suggest this approach could enhance prediction skill at seasonal timescales [45, 46]. Research shows that seasonal hydrological forecasts are able to inform local decisions and actions, and that while uncertainty is not necessarily a barrier to the use of such forecasts, a range of information, including forecast skill, different forecast types and local knowledge are important, alongside a need for higher resolutions to aid local decision-making [47].

5. Conclusions

This paper has evaluated the ability of two different seasonal forecasting approaches, statistical historical probabilities and the dynamical GloFAS-Seasonal, to predict both high and low river flow during El Niño, with the correct timing. Previous research has highlighted the importance of considering the hydrology in addition to meteorological variables, with precipitation often used by decision-makers as a proxy for river flow. These recently-developed forecasts, both of which are used for El Niño preparedness activities, aim to provide hydrologically relevant predictions of hydrological extremes.

While the results presented indicate that the skill of both forecasts varies by location, season and lead time, and it is important to remember that both approaches have uncertainties associated with them and regions where they lack skill, we are able to draw the following conclusions, to answer the question: what is the most useful approach for forecasting hydrological extremes during El Niño?

1. In regions that are strongly influenced by central Pacific El Niños, and in those where GloFAS-Seasonal forecasts currently lack skill, Historical Probabilities generally provide a more useful forecast.

2. In regions where river flow is also influenced by other teleconnections, GloFAS-Seasonal forecasts are typically more useful, as they are better able to account for the characteristics of each El Niño, including the location, timing and magnitude of the SST anomalies, and simulate the response to other modes of climate variability coinciding with El Niño. For example, the phase of the PDO, IOD, NAO, can act to strengthen, mitigate or even reverse the river flow response to El Niño at a regional scale.

3. At lead times of a season ahead, dynamical seasonal forecasts, such as the GloFAS-Seasonal river flow forecasts and seasonal precipitation forecasts, are better able to account for the interaction between various modes of climate variability. Historical Probabilities are, however, available at even earlier lead times, when an El Niño is first forecast or begins to develop.

We further emphasise that while there is often significant interest in the impacts of El Niño due to its global teleconnections, in some regions, it is important to consider that other modes of climate variability can play a key role in addition to ENSO, or may be able to provide added predictability over the use of ENSO as a predictor of hydrological extremes. As more global scale seasonal hydro-meteorological forecasting systems are developed and forecasts are improved, it will be important to revisit the question of which approach is more useful for forecasting hydrological extremes. To forecast high and low river flow on seasonal timescales, and with the correct timing, is a challenging endeavour. That either or both of these forecasts has some ability to predict these events, several weeks to months in advance, provides optimism for the future of seasonal hydro-meteorological forecasting and its use in decision-making across many water-related sectors.
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